LexisNexis® Law School Publications
Summer – Fall 2014
LexisNexis® Digital Library | Professor Review Copies

Now professors can check out LexisNexis® Law School eBooks from the library anytime, anywhere, and on any device.

LexisNexis® Digital Library brings our law school textbooks to you with just a few clicks! The Digital Library site is available 24/7 for professor review copies of textbooks to adopt for your courses.

- Search for eBooks by title or author.
- All eBooks are categorized by practice area and jurisdiction.
- Full descriptions and tables of contents can be reviewed.

After the 30-day review period, if you decide you would like a review copy for your desktop, device or personal library, you can Request a Review Copy to keep permanently.

Announcing two ways for Law Professors to review LexisNexis® Law School publications:

1. LexisNexis® Digital Library Professor Review Copies

Check out eBooks (including study aids and teachers’ manuals if available), from the LexisNexis® Digital Library Professor Review Copies, lnreviewcopy.law.overdrive.com.

If you do not yet have a Library ID and Password, Request your ID and Password today and we will email your access credentials.

2. Law School Book Information Central


Welcome to LexisNexis® Law School Book Information Central
Connecting Law School professionals with class preparation information!

The purpose of this site is to provide centralized, up-to-date information about LexisNexis® law school print and eBooks (casebooks, textbooks, skills-based books, study aids and supplements). Follow the tabs below for helpful links to tools and information:
Dear Professor:

As technology and the learning experience evolve, LexisNexis is proud to provide transformative, high-quality educational content in a print or digital format that suits your teaching style and accommodates a mobile environment for your students. Choose from digital textbooks that can be read on a device of choice or print media in bound or loose-leaf formats.

New in 2014! Evidence Challenge ... An interactive, Web-based problem and role-based exam tool. The category “Evidence” contains a complete listing of all titles that are part of the Evidence Challenge. These eBooks include dynamic links to an innovative platform simulating a courtroom experience.

The law-professor version of the LexisNexis® Digital Library continues to be updated as new content and new editions become available in eBook format.

Most LexisNexis® titles are published in a number of formats, including eBook and loose-leaf, in addition to their casebound or softbound format. Many also offer supplemental teaching materials. Look for titles noted with a TM (teaching materials) designation. Look for author videos highlighting salient features of the book. These are noted with a AV (author video) designation.

This catalog highlights New Titles Coming Soon, as well as identifiers for new editions pending release. In addition:

- The Skills & Values Series titles to help you integrate experiential learning materials into your courses
- The Study Aid Series titles (Guide To, Questions & Answers and Understanding) for you to recommend to your students for additional class and exam preparation
- The Graduate Tax Series titles for advanced and LLM tax courses
- The Foundations of Law Series titles
- The Constitutional Law Modular Series titles
- Titles available for course adoption from NITA® and AHLA®

To view a full description of the available Law School books, go to the LexisNexis® Store (www.lexisnexis.com/store). For further information, you can also go to our book-focused website, Book Information Central (www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central) or contact the Publishing Representative for your school.

With multiple versions of hundreds of books available and two cost-saving options for your students, when choosing the book to adopt for your course, there should be only one choice:

**LexisNexis® Law School Publications!**
Most titles are available in a variety of formats.
Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

Publishing Representatives and NITA® Educational Consultant

**Sean M. Caldwell** (IN, KY, MI, MN, ND, OH, PA, SD, TN, WI, WV)
513.721.2506
Email: Sean.M.Caldwell@lexisnexis.com

**Natalie Timmers Carlson** (CT, DE, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PR, RI, VT)
202.340.9721
Email: Natalie.Carlson@lexisnexis.com

**Erin Hagy** (AL, AR, IA, IL, KS, LA, MO, MS, NE, OK, TX)
662.617.4023
Email: Erin.Hagy@lexisnexis.com

**Karen Hanson Wellman** (AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY)
510.769.2989
Email: Karen.Wellman@lexisnexis.com

**Lyndon Whitmore** (DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA)
VM: 800.344.3730 x4410
Email: Mary.Whitmore@lexisnexis.com

**NITA®**

**Jeanne Philotoff**
574.246.0774
Email: jphilotoff@nita.org

We welcome your comments and feedback on our publications. You can provide a review on the LexisNexis® Store site (www.lexisnexis.com/lawschool-store).

To request a review copy (print or eBook) of any law school book and for further information on all law school books, go to Book Information Central (www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central) or to www.ingreviewcopy/lawoverdrive.com.

Contact your Publishing Representative if there is anything we can do help facilitate your adoption of our materials.
New Titles Coming Soon

Core Titles

Advanced Guide for Mediators
(Pub. #03376) Susan Nauss Exon
Anticipated April 2014

The Art of Negotiating in Business
(Pub. #03384) Charles B. Craver
Anticipated March 2014

The Chinese Legal Tradition
(Pub. #03278) Peter K. Yu
Anticipated October 2014

Comparative Constitutional Law: A Contextual Approach
(Pub. #03381) Stephan Ross, Helen Irving, Heinz Klug
Anticipated May 2014

Human Trafficking Law and Policy
(Pub. #03326) Bridgette Carr, Stephen Warnauth, Anne Milgram, Kathleen Kim
Anticipated May 2014

Legislation and Regulatory State
(Pub. #03357) Samuel Estreicher, David Noll
Anticipated December 2014

Mergers and Acquisitions
(Pub. #03322) William Sjostrom, Lee Harris
Anticipated August 2014

State and Federal Postconviction Relief Proceedings: Last Hopes
(Pub. #03378) Ursula Bentele, Mary R. Falk
Anticipated April 2014

Taxation of Limited Liability Companies and Partnerships
(Pub. #03245) J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel
Anticipated November 2014

U.S. Legal Reasoning, Writing and Practice for International Lawyers
(Pub. #03371) John B. Thornton
Anticipated April 2014

Foundations of Law Series Titles

Foundations of Bankruptcy Law
(Pub. #03343) Barry Adler
Anticipated November 2014

Skills & Values Series Titles

Skills & Values: Criminal Law
(Pub. #03323) Andrew Taslitz, Lenese Herbert, Eda Katharine Tinto
Anticipated April 2014

Questions & Answers Series Titles

Q&A: Sales and Leases
(Pub. #03221) Aviva Abramovsky
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Series Titles

Understanding ADR
(Pub. #03375) Maureen A. Weston, Kristen Blankley
Anticipated November 2014

Understanding Animal Law
(Pub. #03364) Adam Karp
Anticipated July 2014

Understanding California Community Property Law
(Pub. #03373) Jo Carrillo
Anticipated September 2014

Understanding Election Law
(Pub. #03370) Michael R. Dimino Sr., Bradley A. Smith, Michael E. Solimine
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Federal and California Evidence
(Pub. #03363) Paul C. Giannelli
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Election Law
(Pub. #03370) Michael R. Dimino Sr., Bradley A. Smith, Michael E. Solimine
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Federal and California Evidence
(Pub. #03363) Paul C. Giannelli
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Election Law
(Pub. #03370) Michael R. Dimino Sr., Bradley A. Smith, Michael E. Solimine
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Federal and California Evidence
(Pub. #03363) Paul C. Giannelli
Anticipated June 2014
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accounting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Administrative and Regulatory Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Title Coming Soon Legislation and Regulatory State (Pub. #03357, TM) Samuel Estreicher, David Noll Anticipated December 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Law Anthology (1994) (Pub. #03574) Thomas O. Sargentich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Admiralty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agency, Partnership and LLCs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Title Coming Soon Taxation of Limited Liability Companies and Partnerships (Pub. #03245, TM) J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel Anticipated June 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative Dispute Resolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Title Coming Soon Understanding ADR (Pub. #03375) Maureen A. Weston, Kristen Blankley Anticipated November 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Indian Law


Animal Law

New Title Coming Soon Understanding Animal Law (Pub. #03364) Adam Karp
Anticipated July 2014

Antitrust

Anticipated April 2014

Anticipated October 2014


Appellate Advocacy


Appellate Courts


Arbitration


Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy and the Supreme Court (2009) (Pub. #01553) Kenneth N. Klee


Anticipated July 2014
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out [www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central](http://www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central) to adopt the format that works for your class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pub. #00078) Michael A. Gerber, George W. Kuney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Title Coming Soon</td>
<td>Foundations of Bankruptcy Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pub. #03343) Barry Adler Anticipated November 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions &amp; Answers: Bankruptcy (2010)</td>
<td>Bruce A. Markell, Mary Jo Wiggins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualizing Bankruptcy (2011)</td>
<td>Laura B. Bartell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pub. #03362) Walter H. Heiser, Gene Shreve, Peter Raven-Hansen, Charles Gardner Geyh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Title Coming Soon</td>
<td>Understanding Federal and California Evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pub. #03363) Paul C. Giannelli Anticipated June 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Procedure (including Appellate Courts and Complex Litigation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pub. #03276, TM) Catherine Ross Dunham, Don Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pub. #03010) Peter N. Simon Anticipated October 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| New Title Coming Soon | Understanding California Community Property Law |
|             | (Pub. #03373) Jo Carillo Anticipated September 2014 |
Civil Procedure Anthology (1998)
(Pub. #03578) David I. Levine, Donald L. Doernberg, Melissa L. Nelken

Civil Rights
(Pub. #03015) Theodore Eisenberg
Anticipated July 2014
(Pub. #03164, TM) Mark R. Brown, Kit Kinports

(Pub. #03525, TM) Sheldon H. Nahmod, Michael L. Wells, Thomas A. Eaton
The Law of Discrimination: Cases and Perspectives (2011)
(Pub. #03310, TM) Roy L. Brooks, Gilbert Paul Carrasco, Michael Selmi
Understanding Civil Rights Litigation (2013)
(Pub. #03356) Howard Wasserman
A Section 1983 Civil Rights Anthology (1993)
(Pub. #03603) Sheldon H. Nahmod

Climate Change
(Pub. #03252, TM) Chris Wold, David Hunter, Melissa Powers

(Pub. #03579) Alex J. Hurder, Frank S. Bloch, Susan L. Brooks, Susan L. Kay
A Practical Approach to Client Interviewing, Counseling, and Decision-Making: For Clinical Programs and Practical Skills Courses (2009)
(Pub. #03274, TM) G. Nicholas Herman, Jean M. Cary
Family Mediation: Theory and Practice (2009)
(Pub. #03251, TM) Jane C. Murphy, Robert Rubinson

Commercial Law
(Pub. #03156, TM) Francis J. Mootz III, David Frisch, Peter A. Alces
(Pub. #03017, TM) Raymond T. Nimmer, Ingrid Michelsen Hillinger, Michael G. Hillinger
(Pub. #00244, AV, TM) Donald P. King, Daniel J. Barnhizer, W.H. Knight Jr., Kathleen E. Payne, Cynthia Lee Starnes, Bradford Stone
(Pub. #03634, TM) Wayne K. Lewis, Steven H. Resnicoff
(Pub. #03517) Louis F. Del Duca, Marie T. Reilly, Edwin E. Smith, Peter Winship
Anticipated September 2014
(Pub. #03144, TM) Steven L. Schwarcz, Bruce A. Markell, Lissa L. Broome
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.


*New Title Coming Soon* Questions & Answers: Sales and Leases (Pub. #03221) Aviva Abramovsky Anticipated June 2014


Conflict of Laws


Constitutional Law


Conflict of Laws


Constitutional Law


(Pub. #03502, TM) Douglas W. Kmiec, Stephen B. Presser, John C. Eastman, Raymond B. Marcin
Anticipated May 2014

(Pub. #00170, TM) Norman Redlich, John B. Attanasio, Joel K. Goldstein

(Pub. #03522, AV, TM) William D. Araiza, M. Isabel Medina

(Pub. #03018) Jerome A. Barron, C. Thomas Dienes, Wayne McCormack, Martin H. Redish

(Pub. #00638) William C. Banks, Rodney A. Smolla

(Pub. #03523, TM) James D. Dinnage, Jean Luc Laffineur

(Pub. #03019, TM) Michael J. Gerhardt, Stephen M. Griffin, Thomas D. Rowe Jr., Lawrence B. Solum

(Pub. #03547, TM) Douglas W. Kmiec, Stephen B. Presser, John C. Eastman, Raymond B. Marcin
Anticipated July 2014

(Pub. #03261) Thomas H. Odom
Anticipated October 2014

(Pub. #03262) Thomas H. Odom

(Pub. #03263) Thomas H. Odom

(Pub. #03264, AV) Lee J. Strang

(Pub. #03265, AV) Lee J. Strang

(Pub. #03548, TM) Douglas W. Kmiec, Stephen B. Presser, John C. Eastman, Raymond B. Marcin
Anticipated July 2014

(Pub. #03102, TM) Robert F. Williams

Skills & Values: Constitutional Law (2013)
(Pub. #03295, TM) William D. Araiza, Thomas E. Baker, Olympia Duhart, Steven I. Friedland

(Pub. #00863) John B. Attanasio, Joel K. Goldstein

(Pub. #03174) Paul E. McGreal, Linda S. Eads
Anticipated September 2014

Questions? Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative or call 800.533.1646
Contracts

(Pub. #03020, TM) Robert E. Scott, Jody S. Kraus

(Pub. #00575, TM) William McGovern, Larry Lawrence, Bryan D. Hull

(Pub. #03526, TM) Gerald E. Berendt, Rebecca Cochran, Doris Estelle Long, Robert J. Nye, John H. Scheid

(Pub. #03025) Stewart Macaulay, Jean Braucher, John A. Kidwell, William Whitford

(Pub. #03025) Stewart Macaulay, Jean Braucher, John A. Kidwell, William Whitford

(Pub. #03022, TM) John Edward Murray Jr.

Copyright

(Pub. #00210) Craig Joyce, Marshall A. Leaffer, Peter A. Jaszi, Tyler Ochoa, Michael Carroll

(Pub. #00048, AV) Melville B. Nimmer, Paul Marcus, David A. Myers, David Nimmer

(Pub. #04601) Meaghan Hemmings Kent, Joshua Kaufman

New Edition Coming Soon Understanding Copyright Law, Sixth Edition
(Pub. #00839) Marshall A. Leaffer

Questions & Answers: Copyright (2010)
(Pub. #03228) David Fagundes, Robert C. Lind

A Copyright Anthology: The Technology Frontier (1998)
(Pub. #03583) Richard H. Chused

Corporate and Business Law

(Pub. #03610, TM) Larry E. Ribstein, Peter V. Letsou

(Pub. #03213, AV, TM) Douglas M. Branson, Joan H. Heminway, Mark J. Loewenstein, Marc I. Steinberg, Manning G. Warren III

Business Planning (2009)
(Pub. #03241, TM) Scott B. Ehrlich, Douglas C. Michael

(Pub. #03509, TM) Thomas R. Hurst, William A. Gregory

Anticipated May 2014

Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

AV designation indicates that author-created videos are available.
(Pub. #03172) Douglas M. Branson

(Pub. #03342) Roberta Romano

Corporate Finance
Legal Aspects of Corporate Finance, Fifth Edition (2013)
(Pub. #00440, AV, TM) Richard T. McDermott

(Pub. #03144, TM) Steven L. Schwarcz, Bruce A. Markell, Lissa L. Broome

Guide to Finance for Lawyers (2001)
(Pub. #03139) John D. Ayer

Criminal Law
(Pub. #03513, TM) Myron Moskovitz

(Pub. #00139, AV, TM) Paul Marcus, Linda A. Malone, Geraldine Szott Moohr

(Pub. #03528, AV, TM) Arnold H. Loewy

(Pub. #03031, TM) Stephen A. Saltzburg, John L. Diamond, Kit Kinports, Thomas H. Morawetz, Rory K. Little

(Pub. #03188, TM) David Crump, Neil P. Cohen, John T. Parry, Penelope Pether

Cyber Crime and Digital Evidence: Materials and Cases (2011)
(Pub. #03330, TM) Thomas K. Clancy

Domestic Violence: Law, Policy, and Practice (2007)
(Pub. #03216, TM) Diane Kiesel

Questions? Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative or call 800.533.1646.
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

(Pub. #03141, AV, TM) Edward M. Wise, Ellen S. Podgor, Roger S. Clark

(Pub. #03193, AV, TM) J. Kelly Strader, Sandra D. Jordan

New Title Coming Soon Skills & Values: Criminal Law  
(Pub. #03323, TM) Andrew Taslitz, Lenese Herbert, Eda Katharine Tinto  
Anticipated April 2014

(Pub. #03176) Emily Marcus Levine, Paul Marcus

Readings in Criminal Law (1998)  
(Pub. #03602) Russell L. Weaver, John M. Burkoff, Catherine Hancock, Alan Reed, Peter Seago

(Pub. #03155) Linda E. Carter, Ellen Kreitzberg, Scott Howe

(Pub. #00789) Joshua Dressler

(Pub. #03168) Ellen S. Podgor, Roger S. Clark

(Pub. #03123) J. Kelly Strader

A Capital Punishment Anthology (1993)  
(Pub. #03577) Victor L. Streib

Criminal Procedure  
New Title Coming Soon State and Federal Postconviction Relief Proceedings: Last Hopes  
(Pub. #03378) Ursula Bentele, Mary R. Falk  
Anticipated April 2014

(Pub. #00043, TM) Myron Moskovitz  
(Pub. #00021, TM) Myron Moskovitz  
Anticipated July 2014  
(Pub. #00669, AV, TM) Joseph G. Cook, Paul Marcus, Melanie D. Wilson  
Anticipated May 2014

(Pub. #03614, AV, TM) Arnold H. Loewy

(Pub. #03182) Lewis R. Katz, Neil P. Cohen

(Pub. #28720) Brent E. Newton
Cyber Crime

Disability Law

Domestic Violence

Drafting

Education Law

Special Education Advocacy (2011) (Pub. #03306, TM) Ruth Colker, Julie Waterstone

Elder Law

Election Law
New Title Coming Soon Understanding Election Law (Pub. #03370) Michael R. Dimino Sr., Bradley A. Smith, Michael E. Solimine Anticipated June 2014

Employee Benefits
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.


Employment Discrimination


Employment Law


Entertainment Law


Environmental Law


(Pub. #03587) Robert L. Fischman, Maxine I. Lipeles, Mark S. Squillace

Estate, Gift and Trust Law
(Pub. #00736, TM) Roger W. Andersen, Ira Mark Bloom
(Pub. #00728) Roger W. Andersen
Skills & Values: Trusts and Estates (2009)
(Pub. #03286, TM) Roger W. Andersen, Karen Boxx
(Pub. #03220) Elaine Hightower Gagliardi
(Pub. #03186) Thomas M. Featherston Jr. Anticipated April 2014
(Pub. #00645) Frederic S. Schwartz
(Pub. #00635) Robert Laurence, Pamela B. Minzner
(Pub. #03593) Paul L. Caron, Grayson M.P. McCouch, Karen C. Burke

Evidence
Cyber Crime and Digital Evidence: Materials and Cases (2011)
(Pub. #03330, TM) Thomas K. Clancy
(Pub. #28665) Robert Burns, Steven Lubet, Richard Moberly
(Volume I Cases / Volume II Problems) (Pub. #28753) Robert Burns, Steven Lubet, Richard Moberly
(Pub. #03054) Edward J. Imwinkelried
Science in Evidence (1997)
(Pub. #03567) D.H. Kaye
(Pub. #00879) Jack B. Weinstein, Margaret A. Berger
(Pub. #03053) Edward J. Imwinkelried
New Title Coming Soon Understanding Federal and California Evidence
(Pub. #03363) Paul C. Giannelli Anticipated June 2014
(Pub. #03177) Paul C. Giannelli
An Evidence Anthology (1996)
(Pub. #03590) Edward J. Imwinkelried, Glen Weissenberger
(Pub. #28683) Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein
Most titles are available in a variety of formats.
Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

Evidence Challenge*

(Pub. #03030, TM) Robert J. Goodwin, Jimmy Gurulé

(Pub. #03314, TM) Christopher Behan

(Pub. #00447) Paul F. Rothstein, Myrna S. Raeder, David Crump

(Pub. #00649, TM) Paul R. Rice, Roy A. Katriel

(Pub. #03118, TM) Steven I. Friedland, Paul Bergman, Andrew E. Taslitz

(Pub. #03052, TM) Dennis D. Prater, Daniel J. Capra, Stephen A. Saltzburg, Christine M. Arguello

(Pub. #03224) Paul R. Rice

(Pub. #03050 AV, TM) Steven I. Friedland, John P. Sahl

(Pub. #03051, AV, TM) Ronald L. Carlson, Edward J. Imwinkelreid, Julie Seaman, Erica Beecher-Monas

(Pub. #03546)

(Pub. #03545) Glen Weissenberger, James J. Duane

(Pub. #03562, TM) Irving Younger, David A. Sonenshein, Anthony J. Bocchino

Anticipated May 2014

(Pub. #03563, TM) Thomas F. Guernsey

(Pub. #03272, TM) John B. Mitchell, Rick T. Barron

(Pub. #00748) Clifford S. Fishman

(Pub. #03157) Paul C. Giannelli

Evidence Challenge: www.EvidenceChallenge.com
Price: Included with specially marked, enhanced LexisNexis® law school eBooks or purchase access separately for $19.99 directly at the Website.

For more information:
Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Title Coming Soon Understanding California Community Property Law (Pub. #03373) Jo Carrillo</td>
<td>Anticipated May 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Law</td>
<td>Anticipated April 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

Gaming Law

Health Care, Bioethics, Public Health
New Title The Complete Advocate II: Employment Liability in Health Care Contexts (2013)  
(Pub. #03368, TM) A.G. Harmon

New Edition Coming Soon The Ethics and Regulation of Research with Human Subjects, Second Edition  
(Pub. #03620, TM) Carl H. Coleman, Jerry A. Menikoff, Jesse A. Goldner, Nancy N. Dubler  
Anticipated May 2014

(Pub. #03233, TM) George J. Annas, Wendy K. Mariner  
Anticipated October 2014

(Pub. #01136) Arthur B. LaFrance

(Pub. #03197, TM) Judith Daar

Human Rights
New Title Coming Soon Human Trafficking Law and Policy  
(Pub. #03326) Bridgett Carr, Stephen Warnauth, Anne Milgram, Kathleen Kim  
Anticipated May 2014

(Pub. #03549) David Weissbrodt, Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, Frank C. Newman, Joan Fitzpatrick

Illinois
(Pub. #03110) John A. Decker, Christopher Kopacz

Illinois Civil Procedure (2013)  
(Pub. #60076, AV) Jeffrey A. Parness

(Pub. #81091) Ralph Ruebner

(Pub. #01605) Gino I. DiVito, Peter G. Baroni

(Pub. #81155) Michael Polelle, Bruce L. Ottley, Rogelio Lasso

(Pub. #62570) Thomas F. Geselbracht, Theodore J. Novak, Mark A. Gershon

Immigration
Immigration and Nationality Law: Problems and Strategies (2013)  
(Pub. #03259, AV, TM) Lenni Benson, Lindsay Curcio, Veronica M. Jeffers, Stephen W. Yale-Loehr

Understanding Immigration Law (2009)  
(Pub. #03240) Kevin R. Johnson, Raquel E. Aldana, Bill Ong Hing, Leticia Saucedo, Enid Trucios-Haynes
Insurance Law

(Pub. #03063, TM) Roger C. Henderson, Robert H. Jerry II

(Pub. #00333, TM) Jeffrey W. Stempel, Peter N. Swisher, Erik S. Knutsen

(Pub. #00837) Robert H. Jerry II, Douglas S. Richmond

Intellectual Property

(Copyright, Patent and Trademarks listed separately)

(Pub. #04638) Christopher M. Arena, Eduardo M. Carreras

(Pub. #04619) Eric M. Dobrusin, Ronald A. Krasnow

(Pub. #01063)

(Pub. #03202, TM) Raymond T. Nimmer

(Pub. #03068) Graeme Dinwoodie, William O. Hennessey, Shira Perlmutter, Graeme W. Austin

Technology Innovation Law and Practice: Cases and Materials (2012)
(Pub. #03325, TM) Theodore Hagelin

Transactional Intellectual Property: From Startups to Public Companies (2012)
(Pub. #03205, AV, TM) Richard S. Gruner, Shubha Ghosh, Jay P. Kesan

Skills & Values: Intellectual Property (2011)
(Pub. #03305, TM) Courtney G. Lytle

(Pub. #03308) Gary Myers
Anticipated June 2014

(Pub. #00871) Donald Chisum, Tyler Ochoa, Shubha Ghosh, Mary LaFrance

(Pub. #03335) Robert Patrick Merges, Jane Ginsburg

International Law

(Pub. #03523, TM) James D. Dinnage, Jean Luc Laffineur

Fundamentals of Transnational Litigation: The United States, Canada, Japan and the European Union (2012)
(Pub. #03333, TM) John Owen Haley

(Pub. #03119, TM) Ralph G. Steinhardt

(Pub. #03064, TM) Paul B. Stephan, Julie A. Roin

International Trade and Investment (2011)
(Pub. #03298, TM) Paul Stephan

(Pub. #03069, TM) Raj Bhala

(Pub. #03148) Paul B. Stephan, Francesco Parisi, Ben Depoorter

Public International Law: Cases and Materials (2010)
(Pub. #03193) Stephen C. McCaffrey, Dinah Shelton, John P. Cerone

Dictionary of International Trade Law (2012)
(Pub. #03070) Raj Bhala

(Pub. #03137) Jerold A. Friedland

Questions? Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative or call 800.533.1646
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

**New Title Coming Soon** Understanding International Law  
(Pub. #03122) Stephen C. McCaffrey  
Anticipated October 2014

Questions & Answers: International Law (2011)  
(Pub. #03249) Rebecca Bratspies

Foundations of International Law and Policy (2005)  
(Pub. #03336) Oona A. Hathaway, Harold Hongju Koh

(Pub. #03589) Karen V. Kole, Anthony D’Amato

International Law Anthology (1994)  
(Pub. #03596) Anthony D’Amato

**Interviewing and Counseling**

A Practical Approach to Client Interviewing, Counseling, and Decision-Making: For Clinical Programs and Practical Skills Courses (2009)  
(Pub. #03274, TM) G. Nicholas Herman, Jean M. Cary

(Pub. #01154, TM) G. Nicholas Herman, Jean M. Cary

(Pub. #03116) Robert F. Cochran Jr., John M.A. DiPippa, Martha M. Peters  
Anticipated April 2014

**Introduction to Law**

(Pub. #03503) Toni M. Fine

(Pub. #03534, TM) Eva H. Hanks, Michael E. Herz, Steven S. Nemerson

(Pub. #00684) L.H. LaRue

(Pub. #03552) Michael Makdisi, John Makdisi

**New Title** The Legal Profession: What Is Wrong and How to Fix It (2013)  
(Pub. #03268) Sheldon Krantz

Lost in Translation: Effective Communication in English for Foreign Law Students and Legal Professionals (2013)  
(Pub. #03374, TM) Kevin Fandl

Overview of U.S. Law (2009)  
(Pub. #03255) Ellen S. Podgor, John F. Cooper

(Pub. #03010) Peter N. Simon

(Pub. #28517) Andrew Hartman, Caren Ulrich Stacy

**Islamic Law**

Understanding Islamic Law (2011)  
(Pub. #03246) Raj Bhala

**Jewish Law**

(Pub. #01149) Menachem Elon, Bernard Auerbach, Daniel D. Chazin, Melvin J. Sykes

Understanding Jewish Law (2012)  
(Pub. #03327) Steven Resnicoff

**Judicial Externships**

Judicial Clerkships: Legal Methods in Motion (2011)  
(Pub. #03302, TM) Aliza Milner

(Pub. #03553) Rebecca Cochran

**Jurisprudence**

(Pub. #03071, TM) Stephen E. Gottlieb, Brian H. Bix, Timothy D. Lytton, Robin L. West
Basic Themes in Law and Jurisprudence (2000)
(Pub. #03507, TM) Charles W. Collier

(Pub. #03575) Anthony D’Amato

(Pub. #03556) Daniel R. Coquillette, R. Michael Cassidy, Judith A. Mc Morrow

Juvenile Law

(Pub. #03510, TM) J. Eric Smithburn

(Pub. #03140, TM) Martin R. Gardner, Anne Proffitt Dupre

(Pub. #03072, TM) Francis Barry McCarthy, William Wesley Patton, James G. Carr

(Pub. #00047) Martin R. Gardner

(Pub. #28520) Marvin Ventrell

Labor Law

(Pub. #03289, TM) Seth Harris, Joseph Slater, Anne Marie Lofaso, David Gregory

Labor Law: A Problem-Based Approach (2012)
(Pub. #03324, AV, TM) Paul M. Secunda, Jeffrey M. Hirsch

(Pub. #03075, AV, TM) Theodore J. St. Antoine, Charles B. Craver, Marion G. Crain

(Pub. #01106) Douglas E. Ray, Calvin William Sharpe, Robert N. Strassfeld
Anticipated June 2014

(Pub. #03335) Samuel Estreicher, Stewart J. Schwab, Zev Eigen

(Pub. #01106) Douglas E. Ray, Calvin William Sharpe, Robert N. Strassfeld
Anticipated June 2014

Land Use

(Pub. #03093, AV, TM) Daniel R. Mandelker, Carol Necole Brown, Stuart Meck, Dwight H. Memirian, Peter W. Salsich Jr., Nancy E. Stroud, Julie A. Tappendorf

(Pub. #64584) Daniel R. Mandelker

(Pub. #01153) Barlow Burke

A Land Use Anthology (1998)
(Pub. #03597) Jon W. Bruce

Law and Economics

(Pub. #03598) Kenneth G. Dau-Schmidt, Thomas S. Ulen

(Pub. #03347) Avery Katz

Law Practice Management

(Pub. #03161, TM) Thomas McKnight Steele

Legal History

New Edition Coming Soon The Contemporary Civil Law Tradition: Europe, East Asia, Third Edition
(Pub. #03013) John Henry Merriman, David S. Clark, John O. Haley
Anticipated October 2014
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.


Legal Method and Process


Legal Research, Writing, Advocacy and Lawyering Practice

(See note: the list of titles below does not include the Skills & Values Series titles. Go to the Skills & Values Series section for the complete list.)

New Title Coming Soon U.S. Legal Reasoning, Writing and Practice for International Lawyers (Pub. #03371) John B. Thornton Anticipated April 2014


New Edition Coming Soon Interactive Citation Workbook for ALWD Citation Manual, 2014 Edition (Pub. #03146, TM) Tracy McGaugh Norton, Christine Hurt, Jeffrey D. Jackson Anticipated June 2014

New Edition Coming Soon Interactive Citation Workbook for The Bluebook®: A Uniform System of Citation, 2014 Edition (Pub. #03125, TM) Tracy L. Norton, Christine Hurt Anticipated June 2014


Lost in Translation: Effective Communication in English for Foreign Law Students and Legal Professionals (2013) (Pub. #03374, TM) Kevin Fandl


The Complete Advocate: A Practice File for Representing Clients from Beginning to End (2010) (Pub. #03291, TM) A.G. Harmon


(Pub. #03566) Maria L. Ciampi, William H. Manz

Law School 2.0: Legal Education for a Digital Age (2009)  
(Pub. #03288, AV) David I.C. Thomson

(Pub. #28741) Lisa Penland, Melissa H. Weresh

(Pub. #28454) Steven Wisotsky

Legislation

New Title Coming Soon Legislation and Regulatory State  
(Pub. #03357, TM) Samuel Estreicher, David Noll
Anticipated December 2014

(Pub. #03086, TM) Otto J. Hetzel, Michael E. Libonati, Robert F. Williams

Plain English for Drafting Statutes and Rules (2012)  
(Pub. #03341, TM) Robert Martineau, Robert Martineau Jr.

(Pub. #28710) Ronald Benton Brown, Sharon Jacobs Brown

Louisiana

(Pub. #03300) John Randall Trahan

(Pub. #03312) Michael Rubin

(Pub. #29725) Alain A. Levasseur, David W. Gruning

(Pub. #29727) Alain A. Levasseur

(Pub. #03294) Frank L. Maraist

(Pub. #03301) Alain A. Levasseur

(Pub. #29720) Alain A. Levasseur

Media and the Law

(Pub. #03237, TM) David C. Kohler, Lee Levine, David Ardia, Dale Cohen, Mary-Rose Papandrea
Anticipated May 2014

Mediation

New Title Coming Soon Advanced Guide for Mediators  
(Pub. #03376, TM) Susan Nauss Exon
Anticipated February 2014

Family Mediation: Theory and Practice (2009)  
(Pub. #03251) Jane C. Murphy, Robert Rubinson

(Pub. #01154, TM) G. Nicholas Herman, Jean M. Cary

Mediation—Skills and Techniques (2008)  
(Pub. #03235) Laurence Boulle, Michael T. Colatralla Jr., Anthony P. Picchioni

(Pub. #03557, TM) E. Wendy Trachte-Huber, Stephen K. Huber

(Pub. #01179, TM) James J. Alfini, Sharon B. Press, Jean R. Sternlight, Joseph B. Stulberg

(Pub. #28724) Paul J. Zwier, Thomas F. Guernsey
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

Mergers & Acquisitions

**New Title Coming Soon** Mergers and Acquisitions

(Pub. #03322, TM) William Sjostrom, Lee Harris

Anticipated August 2014

Military Law

Military Crimes and Defenses (2008)

(Pub. #60088) Christopher W. Behan, David A. Schlueter, Charles H. Rose III, Victor Hansen


(Pub. #66928) David A. Schlueter


(Pub. #66895) Lee D. Schinasi, David A. Schlueter, Edward J. Imwinkelreid, Stephen A. Saltzburg


(Pub. #03611, TM) Eugene R. Fidell, Elizabeth L. Hillman, Dwight H. Sullivan


(Pub. #37578) Barton F. Stichman, Ronald B. Abrams

Mississippi


(Pub. #01637) Parham Williams, Dean Williams


(Pub. #27305)

Negotiation

**New Title Coming Soon** The Art of Negotiating in Business

(Pub. #03384, TM) Charles B. Craver

Anticipated April 2014


(Pub. #01154, TM) G. Nicholas Herman, Jean M. Cary

Effective Legal Negotiation and Settlement, Seventh Edition (2012)

(Pub. #03038, AV, TM) Charles B. Craver


(Pub. #03557, TM) E. Wendy Trachte-Huber, Stephen K. Huber


(Pub. #03571) Melissa L. Neiken


(Pub. #28724) Paul J. Zwier, Thomas F. Guernsey


(Pub. #03258, TM) Charles B. Craver

New York


(Pub. #00497) Oscar G. Chase, Robert A. Barker


(Pub. #63570) Randolph N. Jonakait, Harold J. Baer Jr., E. Stewart Jones Jr., Edward J. Imwinkelried


(Pub. #01282) David L. Ferstendig


(Pub. #01338) David Paul Horowitz


(Pub. #01339) Steven R. Gersz


(Pub. #01340) Barry Kamins, Warren J. Murray

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Surrogate’s Court, 2014 Edition

(Pub. #01346) Joshua S. Rubenstein


New York CPLR (Redbook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00076)

New York Commercial Law (Goldbook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00751)

New York Corporation Law (Whitebook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00811)

New York Criminal and Civil Forfeitures, 2013 Edition (Pub. #69140) Steven L. Kessler

New York Criminal Statutes and Rules (Graybook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00459)

New York Surrogate’s Court (Greenbook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00781)


New York Real Property Law (Bluebook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00798)

New York Landlord-Tenant Law (Tanbook), 2014 Edition (Pub. #00795)


NITA publications, including case files and interactive problems, are designed to enhance any learning experience and to help law students develop and refine their advocacy skills throughout law school and into practice.

The NITA® learning-by-doing methodology, combined with exceptional classroom materials, gives law school students practical skills training, while incorporating the latest courtroom trends.

Listed below and throughout this catalog are just a sampling of key titles. For a complete list of NITA publications for potential classroom adoption, go to www.lexisnexis.com/nita

The NITA catalog of publications is available for download on our site.

NITA Civil Case Files
Addison v. Peyton (2012) (Pub. #28434) Elizabeth Boals


Questions? Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative or call 800.533.1646
Most titles are available in a variety of formats.
Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

(Pub. #28621) Hon. Andrew P. Rodovich, Thomas J. Leach

(Pub. #28622) Paul J. Zwier

Love v. Regency (2012)
(Pub. #28436) Jonathan Rest, Edward R. Stein

(Pub. #28440) John O. Sonsteng

(Pub. #28604) Kenneth S. Broun, Frank D. Rothschild

(Pub. #28441) Andrew J. Stern, Gwen Roseman Stern, Samuel A. Haaz

(Pub. #28439) John O. Sonsteng, Linda Thorstad, Jennifer W. Miller

**NITA Criminal Case Files**

(Pub. #28799) Hon. Randy Rich

(Pub. #28629) Joseph E. Taylor

State v. Bloodworth (2012)
(Pub. #28432) Sharon Cammisa, Joseph E. Taylor

(Pub. #28570) Anthony J. Bocchino, Donald Beskind

(Pub. #28575) James H. Seckinger

State v. James (2012)
(Pub. #28438) John O. Sonsteng, Linda Thorstad, Jennifer W. Miller

(Pub. #28572) James H. Seckinger, Maureen A. Howard

(Pub. #28437) James H. Seckinger

**NITA Commercial Files**

100 Vignettes For Improving Trial Evidence Skills (2005)
(Pub. #28719) David A. Sonenshein, Anthony J. Bocchino, JoAnne Epps

Administrative Agency Litigation (2011)
(Pub. #28483) Christopher McNeil

(Pub. #28724) Paul J. Zwier, Thomas F. Guernsey

(Pub. #28431) David M. Malone

(Pub. #28738) David M. Malone, Peter T. Hoffman, Anthony J. Bocchino

(Pub. #28665) Robert P. Burns, Steven Lubet, Richard Moberly

(Pub. #28442) David M. Malone, Paul J. Zwier

(Pub. #28443) David M. Malone

(Pub. #28683) Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein

International Commercial Arbitration Advocacy (2011)
(Pub. #28527) Hon. John W. Cooley, H. Roderic Heard, Susan L. Walker

(Pub. #28444) David M. Malone

(Pub. #28451) Deanne Siemer
(Pub. #28718) Steven Lubet

(Pub. #28722) Steven Lubet

Objections at Trial, Sixth Edition (2013)  
(Pub. #28682) Hon. Myron H. Bright, Ronald L. Carlson, Edward J. Imwinkelried

(Pub. #28720) Brent E. Newton

(Pub. #28750) Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein

(Volume I Cases / Volume II Problems)  
(Pub. #28753) Robert Burns, Steven Lubet, Richard Moberly

Problems in Trial Advocacy, 2013 Edition  
(Pub. #28733) Anthony J. Bocchino, Donald H. Beskind

Professionalism in the Real World: Lessons for the Effective Advocate (2009)  
(Pub. #28741) Lisa Penland, Melissa H. Weresh

(Pub. #28454) Steven Wisotsky

(Pub. #28710) Ronald Benton Brown, Sharon Jacobs Brown

(Pub. #28707) David J.F. Gross, Charles F. Webber

(Pub. #28517) Andrew Hartman, Caren Ulrich Stacy

Trial Advocacy for the Child Welfare Lawyer: Telling the Story of the Family (2011)  
(Pub. #28520) Marvin Ventrell

Trial Prep for the New Advocate (2011)  
(Pub. #28481) Michael Coyne, Ursula Furi-Perry

Trial Prep for Paralegals: Effective Case Management & Support to Attorneys in Preparation for Trial (2009)  
(Pub. #28745) Michael L. Coyne, Ursula Furi-Perry

Trial Technique & Evidence, Fourth Edition (2013)  
(Pub. #28743) Michael Fontham

Winning at Trial (2007)  
(Pub. #28732) D. Shane Read

(Pub. #28714) Hon. Ruggero J. Aldisert

Ohio

Anderson’s Appellate Practice and Procedure in Ohio, 2013 Edition  
(Pub. #04347) Hon. William Wolf, Hon. James Brogan, Shaun K. McSherry

Anderson’s Ohio Civil Rules Practice with Forms, 2014 Edition  
(Pub. #04338) Hon. John McCormac, Michael E. Solimine

(Pub. #04310) James Perry, Hon. Robert Gorman, Thomas Hagel

(Pub. #04348) Michael L. Ciolfi

Anderson’s Ohio Probate Practice and Procedure, 2013 Edition  
(Pub. #04328) Marilyn J. Magg

(Pub. #33075)

Anderson’s The Law of Professional Conduct in Ohio, 2012 Edition  
(Pub. #04577) Susan J. Becker, Lloyd Snyder, Jack Guttenberg

(Pub. #43440)
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

Anderson's The Simple Will in Ohio, 2013 Edition
(Pub. #04330) Marilyn J. Magg

(Pub. #33123) Philip J. Fulton

(Pub. #04322) Philip J. Fulton

Patent Law
(Pub. #03090, TM) Robert Patrick Merges, John Fitzgerald Duffy

Patent Law Digest
(Pub. #00922) Donald Chisum

Essentials of Patent Claim Drafting (2013)
(Pub. #04613) Morgan D. Rosenberg

(Pub. #04628) Mark Simon Davies

Patent Application Drafting (2012)
(Pub. #03236) Amy L. Landers

(Pub. #03236) Amy L. Landers

(Pub. #03225) Cynthia M. Ho

Popular Culture
(Pub. #03190, TM) David Ray Papke, Christine Corcos, Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Binny Miller, Lenora P. Ledwon, Philip N. Meyer, Peter Henry Huang, Sean O’Brien

Pretrial
(Pub. #22435) Michael R. Arkfeld

Litigation Readiness: A Practical Approach to Electronic Discovery (2011)
(Pub. #04626) Prachant Dubey, Sam Panarella

(Pub. #03160) J. Alexander Tanford, Layne S. Keele

Skills & Values: Discovery Practice (2010)
(Pub. #03290, AV, TM) David I.C. Thomson

(Pub. #28431) David M. Malone

(Pub. #28738) David M. Malone, Peter T. Hoffman, Anthony J. Bocchino

NITA: Trial Prep for the New Advocate (2011)
(Pub. #28481) David J.F. Gross, Charles F. Webber

NITA: Trial Prep for Paralegals: Effective Case Management & Support to Attorneys in Preparation for Trial (2009)
(Pub. #28745) Michael L. Coyne, Ursula Furi-Perry

Products Liability
(Pub. #03095, TM) Jerry J. Phillips, Nicolas P. Terry, Frank J. Vandall, Ellen Wertheimer

(Pub. #03201) Bruce L. Ottley, Rogelio Lasso, Terrence F. Kiely

A Products Liability Anthology (1995)
(Pub. #03599) Anita Bernstein

Professional Responsibility
New Edition Legal Ethics in the Practice of Law, Fourth Edition
(Pub. #03083, TM) Richard Zitrin, Carol M. Langford, Liz Ryan Cole

(Pub. #03083) Richard Zitrin, Kevin E. Mohr

(Pub. #03511, TM) James E. Moliterno
Ethics & Integrity in Law & Business: “Avoiding Club Fed” (2011)  
(Pub. #03307, TM) Michael C. Ross

Ethics of Representing Organizations: Legal Fictions for Clients (2009)  
(Pub. #04640) Lawrence Fox

(Pub. #03556) Daniel R. Coquillette, R. Michael Cassidy, Judith A. McMorrow

(Pub. #03081, TM) Roy D. Simon Jr., Carol A. Needham, Burnele V. Powell

(Pub. #28741) Lisa Penland, Melissa H. Weresh

(Pub. #00876) Monroe H. Freedman, Abbe Smith

(Pub. #03179) Patrick Emery Longan

(Pub. #03349) George M. Cohen, Susan P. Koniak

Professional Responsibility Anthology (1994)  
(Pub. #03600) Thomas B. Metzloff

Property Law

(Pub. #03621, AV, TM) David Crump, David S. Caudill, David Hrick

Concise Introduction to Property Law (2011)  
(Pub. #03328, AV, TM) J. Gordon Hylton, David L. Callies, John Martinez, Daniel R. Mandelker

(Pub. #00448, TM) Richard H. Chused

(Pub. #03114, TM) Barlow Burke, Ann M. Burkart, R.H. Helmholtz

(Pub. #03564, TM) Edward E. Chase, Julia Patterson Forrester

Skills & Values: Property Law (2012)  
(Pub. #03311, TM) Brian Shannon, Gerry Beyer

(Pub. #00585) John G. Sprankling

(Pub. #03178) John Copeland Nagle Anticipated March 2014

New Edition Coming Soon Understanding California Community Property Law  
(Pub. #03373) Jo Carrillo Anticipated September 2014

(Pub. #00674) Stephen A. Siegel

(Pub. #00635) Robert Laurence, Pamela B. Minzner

(Pub. #00645) Frederic S. Schwartz

(Pub. #03601) Richard H. Chused

Real Estate

(Pub. #03097, TM) George Lefcoe

(Pub. #03117, TM) James Geoffrey Durham, Debra Pogrund Stark, Thomas R. White III
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

(Pub. #03127) Alex M. Johnson Jr.

Religion
(Pub. #01149) Menachem Elon, Bernard Auerbach, Daniel D. Chazin, Melvin J. Sykes
(Pub. #03138, TM) Steven G. Gey
Understanding Islamic Law (2011)
(Pub. #03246) Raj Bhala
Understanding Jewish Law (2012)
(Pub. #03327) Steven Resnicoff

Remedies
New Edition Coming Soon Understanding Remedies, Third Edition
(Pub. #00586) James M. Fischer
Anticipated April 2014
Questions & Answers: Remedies (2007)
(Pub. #03226) Rachel M. Janutis, Tracy A. Thomas

Securities Law
(Pub. #00648, TM) Marc I. Steinberg
New Edition Coming Soon Understanding Securities Law, Sixth Edition
(Pub. #00834) Marc I. Steinberg
Anticipated April 2014

Sports Law
(Pub. #03568, TM) Ray Yasser, James R. McCurdy, C. Peter Goplerud, Maureen A. Weston

State and Local Government
(Pub. #03101, TM) Daniel R. Mandelker, Judith Welch Wegner, Janice C. Griffith, Christopher J. Tyson, Kenneth Bond
Anticipated May 2014
(Pub. #03569, TM) John Martinez, Michael E. Libonati
(Pub. #03147) Sandra M. Stevenson

Taxation
New Title Coming Soon Taxation of Limited Liability Companies and Partnerships
(Pub. #03245, TM) J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel
Anticipated June 2014
New Edition Introduction to Taxation, Sixth Edition
(Pub. #00870, TM) William D. Popkin
(Pub. #03059, TM) Joseph M. Dodge, J. Clifton Fleming Jr., Robert J. Peroni
(Pub. #00682, TM) J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel
(Pub. #03615 AV, TM) Michael A. Livingston, David Gamage
(Pub. #01160, TM) Leandra Lederman, Stephen W. Mazza
(Pub. #03167, TM) Nicholas P. Cafardi, Jaclyn Fabean Cherry
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

**Technology Law**

Cyber Crime and Digital Evidence: Materials and Cases (2011)
(Pub. #03330, TM) Thomas K. Clancy

Privacy and Data Protection in Business: Laws and Practice (2012)
(Pub. #03329, AV, TM) Jonathan L. Ezor

(Pub. #04635) Michael Rustad

Technology Innovation Law and Practice: Cases and Materials (2012)
(Pub. #03325, TM) Theodore Hagelin

Technology Licensing and Development Agreements (2013)
(Pub. #04637) Cynthia Cannady

**Terrorism and National Security**

Legal Responses to Terrorism, Second Edition (2008)
(Pub. #03211, TM) Wayne McCormack

(Pub. #03248) Wayne McCormack, Erik Luna
Anticipated April 2014

**Texas**

(Pub. #00709) William V. Dorsaneo III, Elizabeth G. Thornburg, Elaine A. Carlson, David Crump

Texas Civil Procedure: Trial and Appellate Practice, 2013 – 14 Edition
(Pub. #00874) William V. Dorsaneo III, Elaine A. Carlson, David Crump, Elizabeth G. Thornburg

Texas Annotated Business Organizations Code, 2013 Edition
(Pub. #45890) Daryl B. Robertson

Texas Annotated Civil Practice and Remedies Code, 2012 Edition
(Pub. #45890)

Texas Annotated Family Code, 2013 Edition
(Pub. #45890) Debra H. Lehrmann

**Torts**

(Pub. #03281, AV, TM) Vincent R. Johnson
Anticipated September 2014

(Pub. #03618, TM) Russell L. Weaver, John H. Bauman, John T. Cross, Andrew R. Klein, Edward C. Martin, Paul J. Zwier II

(Pub. #03104, TM) Frank J. Vandall, Ellen Wertheimer, Mark C. Rahdert

(Pub. #03632) David Weissbrodt, Mary Pat Bryn

(Pub. #01052, TM) Dominick Vetri, Lawrence C. Levine, Joan E. Vogel, Ibrahim Gassama

(Pub. #00742, TM) Joseph W. Little, Lynissa Barnett Lidsky, Robert H. Lande
Anticipated April 2014

(Pub. #03103, TM) Thomas C. Galligan Jr., Phoebe A. Haddon, Frank L. Maraist, Frank M. McClellan, Michael L. Rustad, Nicolas P. Terry, Stephanie M. Wildman

Texas Annotated Property Code, 2013 Edition
(Pub. #45890)

(Pub. #28674) Hon. Edward Kinkeade, Gerald Reading Powell, Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein

(Pub. #29678) Hon. Edward Kinkeade, Gerald Reading Powell, Anthony J. Bocchino
Skills & Values: Torts (2011)  
(Pub. #03257, TM) Christine Ver Ploeg, Peter Knapp

(Pub. #03210) William H. Manz

(Pub. #00582) John L. Diamond, Lawrence C. Levine, Anita Bernstein

(Pub. #03181) Anita Bernstein, David P. Leonard  
Anticipated June 2014

(Pub. #03337) Saul Levmore, Catherine Sharkey

(Pub. #03604) Julie A. Davies, Lawrence C. Levine, Edward J. Kionka

Trade Dress  
Trade Dress: Evolution and Strategy (2012)  
(Pub. #04644) Darius C. Gambino, William L. Bartow

Trade Secret Law and Corporate Strategy (2012)  
(Pub. #04625) Darin Snyder, David Almeling

Trade Secret Law in the United States: Cases and Comments (2012)  
(Pub. #03359, TM) Paul Krieger

Trial Advocacy and Practice  
(Pub. #03043, TM) Daniel J. Meador, Thomas E. Baker, Joan E. Steinman

(Pub. #03607, TM) L. Timothy Perrin, H. Mitchell Caldwell, Carol A. Chase

Case Files for Basic Trial Advocacy (2009)  
(Pub. #03607) H. Mitchell Caldwell, Carol A. Chase, Naomi Harlin Goodno, L. Timothy Perrin

Cross-Examination Skills for Law Students (2009)  
(Pub. #65995) Larry S. Pozner, Roger J. Dodd

(Pub. #03054) Edward J. Imwinkelried

(Pub. #03570) Michael W. Martin, Paul Radvany, Lawrence A. Dubin, Thomas F. Guernsey  
Anticipated April 2014

(Pub. #03106, TM) J. Alexander Tanford

Trial Practice Problems and Case Files, Fourth Edition (2009)  
(Pub. #03106) J. Alexander Tanford

(Pub. #28743) Michael R. Fontham

NITA: 100 Vignettes For Improving Trial Evidence Skills (2005)  
(Pub. #28719) David A. Sonenshein, Anthony J. Bocchino, JoAnne Epps

Questions? Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative or call 800.533.1646.
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.


NITA: Winning At Trial (2007) (Pub. #28732) D. Shane Read

NITA Civil Case Files

Addison v. Peyton (2012) (Pub. #28434) Elizabeth Boals


NITA Criminal Case Files


White Collar Crime


Workers’ Compensation

Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

**Coursebook Series Titles**

**Constitutional Law Modular Series**

The Constitutional Law Modular Series is intentionally designed to break the mold of the traditional casebook. Course materials consist of one or more separate volumes selected from among a larger and growing set of volumes. Each of those volumes is relatively short, so that the professor may “mix and match” a suitable number of volumes for a course of varying length and focus. Each volume is designed to serve an instructional purpose rather than as a treatise. Each of the volumes in the Series is published in soft cover. The associated DVD-ROM included with each volume contains full, searchable text of several of the most important resources for interpreting the Constitution, lowering the wall between doctrinal courses and research courses. Cases and materials that shed additional light on matter in the casebook are also included. The titles in this Series include:

- The Fourteenth Amendment, Volume 5 (2013) (Pub. #03265, AV) Lee J. Strang

**Foundations of Law Series**

The Foundations of Law Series offers a collection of comprehensive readings that provide an interdisciplinary perspective on a substantive legal field. Edited by scholars who have made important contributions, the readings are designed to provide an accessible introduction to the leading scholarship in a field. Accompanying notes and questions permit students to engage fully in the literature on their own, as well as to aid their understanding of material covered in classes. The list of available titles includes:

- Foundations of Bankruptcy Law (Pub. #03343) Barry Adler Anticipated November 2014
LexisNexis® Graduate Tax Series

The Graduate Tax Series books emphasize complex, practice-oriented problems in order to help students develop the skills of recognizing issues and analyzing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and regulations that they will encounter in practice on a daily basis. Course materials, including the problems, are designed to encourage students to learn the law by carefully studying the applicable sections of the Code and regulations. Excerpts from cases, administrative pronouncements, and secondary sources are limited to those appropriate to learning how to understand and apply the Code, the regulations, and non-statutory doctrines such as business purpose and step transaction. The Graduate Tax Series titles include:

Civil Tax Procedure, Second (2007)  
(Pub. #03639, TM) David M. Richardson, Jerome Borison, Steve Johnson

Corporate Taxation (2012)  
(Pub. #03253, TM) Charlotte Crane, Linda Beale

(Pub. #03208, TM) Kathryn J. Kennedy, Paul T. Shultz III

(Pub. #03282, TM) Robert T. Danforth, Brant J. Hellwig

Federal Taxation of Property Transactions (2012)  
(Pub. #03641) Elliott Manning, David L. Cameron

(Pub. #03199) Richard M. Lipton, Paul Carman, Charles Fassler, Walter D. Schiwietzky

Taxation & Business Planning for Real Estate Transactions (2011)  
(Pub. #03317, TM) Bradley T. Borden

(Pub. #03640, TM) Michael B. Lang, Elliott Manning, Mona L. Hymel

Regulation of Tax Practice (2010)  
(Pub. #03209, TM) Linda Galler, Michael B. Lang

(Pub. #03638, TM) Allison Christians, Samuel A. Donaldson, Philip F. Postlewaite

(Pub. #03239, TM) John A. Townsend, Larry A. Campagna, Steve Johnson, Scott A. Schumacher

Anticipated September 2014

TM designation indicates that supplemental teaching materials available.  
AV designation indicates that author-created videos are available.
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

Skills & Values Series

The Skills & Values Series materials are subject-specific, practice-oriented books and corresponding online content supported by LexisNexis® Web Courses. Together, the book and the Web Course are designed as a tool for professors to teach practical and analytical skills that can help students serve future clients competently, skillfully and in an ethical manner, and also help students self-assess their work.

Each of the Skills & Values Series books has a corresponding Adoption Model Web Course for you to review and a special code to access that Web Course. When you adopt a Skills & Values title for your class, another Web Course pre-populated with all of the materials included in the Adoption Model Course will be created for you and your students to use.

Select books in this section noted with SVC are available for purchase by individual chapter (PDF format) from the LexisNexis Store for $9.99. Offering these exercises by chapter can help you incorporate skills materials into your curriculum in a gradual, thoughtful way. In addition, professors and students who use the chapter material also may have access to the online, multi-media content upon request. Our expanding line of titles includes:

Skills & Values: Administrative Law (2012)  
(Pub. #03321, TM) Alfred C. Aman Jr., William Penniman

New Title Skills & Values: Alternative Dispute Resolution (2013)  
(Pub. #03360, TM) John Burwell Garvey, Charles B. Craver

(Pub. #03276, TM, SVC) Catherine Ross Dunham, Don Peters

New Title Coming Soon Skills & Values: Criminal Law  
(Pub. #03323, TM) Andrew Taslitz, Lenese Herbert, Katharine Tinto  
Anticipated April 2014

New Title Skills & Values: Constitutional Law (2013)  
(Pub. #03295, TM, SVC) William D. Araiza, Thomas E. Baker, Olympia Duhart, Steven I. Friedland

Skills & Values: Contracts (2011)  
(Pub. #03293, TM, SVC) William J. Woodward Jr., Candace Zierdt

Skills & Values: Criminal Procedure (2012)  
(Pub. #03304, TM, SVC) Susan Kay, William Cohen

Skills & Values: Discovery Practice (2010)  
(Pub. #03290, AV TM) David I.C. Thomson

(Pub. #03272, TM, SVC) John B. Mitchell, Rick T. Barron

(Pub. #03303, TM, SVC) Michelle Drumbl, Deborah Kearns

(Pub. #03256, AV, TM) Charles W. “Rocky” Rhodes, Paul E. McGreal

Skills & Values: Intellectual Property (2011)  
(Pub. #03305, TM) Courtney G. Lytle

Skills & Values: Lawyering Process—Legal Writing and Advocacy (2013)  
(Pub. #03287, TM) David I.C. Thomson

Skills & Values: Property Law (2012)  
(Pub. #03311, TM, SVC) Brian Shannon, Gerry Beyer

Skills & Values: Torts (2011)  
(Pub. #03257, TM, SVC) Christine Ver Ploeg, Peter Knapp

Skills & Values: Trusts and Estates (2009)  
(Pub. #03286, TM, SVC) Roger W. Andersen, Karen Boxx

Law School 2.0: Legal Education for a Digital Age (2009)  
(Pub. #03288, AV) David I.C. Thomson

For further background and information on the Skills & Values Series, watch videos by Series Co-Editors Scott J. Burnham and David I.C. Thomson posted on Law School Publishing Book Information Central.
Study Guide Series Titles

Guide To Series

The Guide To Series is a collection of study guides comprised of individual workbooks focusing on more difficult topics within certain subject areas. Available titles in this Series include:


Questions & Answers Series

The Questions & Answers (Q&A) Series is a collection of titles each containing 200 – 400 multiple-choice and short-answer questions, as well as a comprehensive “practice final exam,” to help students prepare for course study and for final exams. Each multiple-choice question is accompanied by a detailed answer that indicates which of four options is the best answer and explains, in detail, why that option is better than the other three. Each short-answer question (designed to be answered in no more than fifteen minutes) is followed by a thoughtful, yet brief, model answer. The available titles in this Series include:


Q&A: Antitrust (2013) (Pub. #03365) Shubha Ghosh

Q&A: Bankruptcy (2010) (Pub. #03187) Bruce A. Markell, Mary Jo Wiggins


Anticipated July 2014


Questions? Contact your LexisNexis® Publishing Representative or call 800.533.1646
Most titles are available in a variety of formats.
Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

(Pub. #03182) Lewis R. Katz, Neil P. Cohen

Q&A: Environmental Law** (2007)
(Pub. #03232) Dru Stevenson

(Pub. #03177) Paul C. Giannelli

(Pub. #03183) Mark Strasser

(Pub. #03220) Elaine Hightower Gagliardi

(Pub. #03184) David L. Cameron

(Pub. #03195) Russell L. Weaver, William D. Araiza

Q&A: International Law** (2011)
(Pub. #03249) Rebecca Bratspies

(Pub. #03225) Cynthia M. Ho

(Pub. #03185) Timothy R. Zinnecker

(Pub. #03179) Patrick Emery Longan

(Pub. #03178) John Copeland Nagle

Q&A: Remedies** (2007)
(Pub. #03226) Rachel M. Janutis, Tracy A. Thomas

New Title Coming Soon Q&A: Sales and Leases
(Pub. #03221) Aviva Abramovsky
Anticipated June 2014

(Pub. #03180) Bruce A. Markell, Timothy R. Zinnecker

Q&A: Taxation of Business Entities** (2011)
(Pub. #03309) Kristopher C. Neslund, Nancy G. Neslund

(Pub. #03181) Anita Bernstein, David P. Leonard
Anticipated June 2014

Q&A: Trademark and Unfair Competition** (2007)
(Pub. #03229) Vincent F. Chiappetta

(Pub. #03186) Thomas M. Featherston Jr.
Anticipated March 2014

**Also offered as part of the LexisNexis® Questions & Answers Series interactive app! The Q&A Series app can be installed on an Apple® iPhone®, iPod Touch® or iPad® and Android™ mobile devices. It currently includes 10 free questions for the available subject titles with more titles coming soon. Students can explore the free sample questions and then purchase individual Q&A Series app titles for $19.99 at the iTunes Store online store and Google Play store.

LexisNexis® Law School Publications—Summer – Fall 2014 Catalog
LexisNexis® Guide to, Questions & Answers and Understanding Series books help your students prepare for classes and exams!
(Titles available in over 50 subjects.)

**Understanding Series**
Retail Price | $45 – $47
eBook Retail Price | $36 – $38

**Questions & Answers Series**
Retail Price | $19.99
eBook Retail Price | $15

**A Student’s Guide Series**
Retail Price | $32
eBook Retail Price | $23

All Study Aids print and eBooks are available for purchase at:
www.lexisnexis.com/lawschool-store
where students always receive free standard shipping!

Study Aid eBooks also available for purchase from:
• Amazon.com® (www.amazon.com)
• Barnes & Noble (www.barnesandnoble.com)
• and VitalSource® (http://store.vitalsource.com)

The LexisNexis® Questions & Answers Series is now available as an interactive app!

This exciting new app allows you to:
• Test your skills with multiple-choice and essay questions (as well as detailed answers) for specific subject matters covered in the law school curriculum
• Review questions, make educated guesses and receive detailed analyses, all with a few clicks
• Anticipate questions professors might ask in class and prepare well-reasoned answers to them

Explore the free sample questions, and then use your iTunes® account or go to Google Play™ to purchase a full title.

The Questions & Answers Series is part of the LexisNexis® Study Guides—books to help you navigate through classes and exams!
Understanding Series

The Understanding Series is a collection of softbound narrative student treatises in a wide variety of subjects. The concise yet comprehensive analysis in each title provides a foundation for students to further grasp each subject and facilitate more than mere rote learning. The Understanding Series is highly regarded by students, professors and practicing attorneys. As they are not tied to any particular casebook, many professors assign these concise yet comprehensive titles to their students as additional required or recommended reading. Available titles in this Series include:

- **New Title Coming Soon** Understanding ADR (Pub. #03375) Maureen A. Weston, Kristen Blankley
- **New Title Coming Soon** Understanding California Community Property Law (Pub. #03373) Jo Carrillo
- **New Edition Coming Soon** Understanding Contracts, Third Edition (Pub. #00188) Jeffrey Ferriell
- **Expected April 2014** Understanding Copyright Law, Sixth Edition (Pub. #00839) Marshall A. Leaffer
- **Understanding Criminal Law, Sixth Edition (2012)** (Pub. #00789) Joshua Dressler
- **New Title Coming Soon** Understanding Election Law (Pub. #03370) Michael R. Dimino Sr., Bradley A. Smith, Michael E. Solimine
- **Expected June 2014**
To review copies, go to www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central or log in to your account at lngreviewcopy/lawoverdrive.com.

(Pub. #01191) Thomas R. Haggard

(Pub. #03231) Jeffrey M. Hirsch, Paul M. Secunda, Richard A. Bales

(Pub. #00848) Philip Weinberg, Kevin A. Reilly

(Pub. #03157) Paul C. Giannelli

(Pub. #00596) John DeWitt Gregory, Peter N. Swisher, Sheryl L. Wolf

New Title Coming Soon Understanding Federal and California Evidence  
(Pub. #03363) Paul C. Giannelli  
Anticipated June 2014

Understanding Federal Courts and Jurisdiction (1998)  
(Pub. #00844) Linda S. Mullenix, Martin H. Redish, Georgene M. Vairo

(Pub. #00426) J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel

New Edition Coming Soon Understanding the First Amendment, Fifth Edition  
(Pub. #03165) Russell L. Weaver  
Anticipated May 2014

Understanding Immigration Law (2009)  
(Pub. #03240) Kevin R. Johnson, Raquel E. Aldana, Bill Ong Hing, Leticia Saucedo, Enid Trucios-Haynes

(Pub. #00837) Robert H. Jerry II, Douglas R. Richmond

(Pub. #00871) Donald Chisum, Tyler Ochoa, Shubha Ghosh, Mary LaFrance

(Pub. #03137) Jerold A. Friedland

(Pub. #03168) Ellen S. Podgor, Roger S. Clark

New Title Coming Soon Understanding International Law  
(Pub. #03122) Stephen C. McCaffrey  
Anticipated November 2014

Understanding Islamic Law (2011)  
(Pub. #03246) Raj Bhala

Understanding Jewish Law (2012)  
(Pub. #03327) Steven Resnicoff

(Pub. #00047) Martin R. Gardner  
Anticipated March 2014

(Pub. #01106) J. Martin Burke, Calvin William Sharpe, Robert N. Strassfeld  
Anticipated June 2014

(Pub. #03248) Wayne McCormack, Erik Luna  
Anticipated February 2014

(Pub. #01153) Barlow Burke

(Pub. #00876) Monroe H. Freedman, Abbe Smith

(Pub. #03147) Sandra M. Stevenson

(Pub. #03127) Alex M. Johnson Jr.

(Pub. #01123) William H. Lawrence
Most titles are available in a variety of formats. Check out www.lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central to adopt the format that works for your class.

(Pub. #03204) Nicholas P. Cafardi, Jaclyn Fabean Cherry

(Pub. #01165) Jerold A. Friedland

(Pub. #03236) Amy L. Landers

(Pub. #03201) Bruce L. Ottley, Rogelio Lasso, Terrence F. Kiely

(Pub. #00585) John G. Sprankling

New Edition Coming Soon Understanding Remedies, Third Edition  
(Pub. #00586) James M. Fischer  
Anticipated April 2014

(Pub. #00065) William H. Henning, William H. Lawrence

(Pub. #00587) William H. Lawrence, William H. Henning, R. Wilson Freyermuth

New Edition Coming Soon Understanding Securities Law, Sixth Edition  
(Pub. #00834) Marc I. Steinberg  
Anticipated April 2014

(Pub. #00582) John L. Diamond, Lawrence C. Levine, Anita Bernstein

(Pub. #03162) Mary LaFrance  
Anticipated May 2014

(Pub. #00728) Roger W. Andersen

(Pub. #03123) J. Kelly Strader

Follow Law School Publishing on Facebook® and Twitter®

www.facebook.com/LNLawSchoolPublishing

https://twitter.com/Lnlawschoolpubs
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This is reviewing potential course textbooks anytime, anywhere.

This is full access to the texts you’re considering—even if you don’t have the shelf space.

This is the law professor version of LexisNexis® Digital Library.

When preparing for a new course or considering the adoption of a new text, now you can easily access the full library of LexisNexis® law school books from your preferred digital or mobile device.

Easily download the eBooks you want to review immediately—no need to wait for a paper copy. When the time comes to make your adoption decision, you’ll already have a full complement of texts on hand.

Request your ID and password from Law School Book Information Central, lexisnexis.com/law-school-book-central, and we will email your credentials to you.

Once you have your credentials you can access the Digital Library, Inreviewcopy.law.overdrive.com, and begin reviewing the eBook versions of our core collection of LexisNexis® Law School books (including study aids and teachers’ manuals if available).